
LETTER OF CONSENT  

AUTHORIZATION TO PUBLISH  
 

I give my consent by signing this letter to grant PAN AM World DocuProject (PAN AM WDP), affiliates and those acting under its authority or its successors the 

right to create, publish, copyright, sell in any form of today’s media the contents of Interviews, images, edited elaborations and/ or memorabilia in relation to 

aforementioned project without being limited geographically or concerning time used in whole, in part or newly composited. The PAN AM World DocuProject’s 

editors may add information or details for legal reasons or clarity. I waive the right for inspection, approval and publicity connected to the forementioned project’s 

interviews, questionnaires or any other related work to the above mentioned assigns. This authorization applies whether e.g. I am being interviewed or being part 

of the PAN AM World DocuProject e.g. when I conduct an interview or submit a documentary or alike. 

 

I understand that all such right, title and interest belongs to the PAN AM WDP and release them from any claims that may come regarding the use of interviews, 

questionnaires or any other edited elaborations and contents including invasion of privacy, defamation, infringement of moral rights or with regards to publicity or 

copyright now and in future. I acknowledge that I have no right to maintain any cause of action against the PAN AM WDP or anyone else by virtue of the terms of 

this release, or anything done pursuant to this release. This shall be binding upon my heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns.   

 

I have read and understand this release, and deaclare that I have the right and authority to give the permission granted in this release which I warrant by my 

signature.   
 

Date: _______________   20___             “We as PANAMers involved in this 

project say: thank you!” 

 

_____________________________________________    _____________________________________________ 

Signature       printed name 

Address:          your current email: 

______________________________________________    ______________________________________________ your position/work for PAN AM 

           your phone number:      

 _________________________________________ 

______________________________________________    ______________________________________________      

 _________________________________________ 

City, state, country:         PAN AM Base/Hub/Division/Destination: 



______________________________________________    ______________________________________________   from   (years)  _________  until  _________        


